Abstract - Intra-plaque neovascularization and inflammation are considered as important indicators of plaque vulnerability, which when ruptured, may cause stroke or acute myocardial infarction.

The purpose of this research was to validate and evaluate a semi-automatic method, which allows quantification of carotid plaque neovascularization using contrast-enhanced ultrasound cines, thus enabling assessment of plaque vulnerability. The method detects contrast clusters in the images, and tracks them, to generate over time a path that portrays the neovascularature. It classifies the paths as either artifacts or ‘blood vessels’ and reconstructs the 3D arterial tree.

Software-based phantom was developed to represent volumetric structures of the carotid lumen, the plaque, and ‘objects’ passing through the intra-plaque neovascularature. These 3D objects, which mimic microbubbles or clusters of microbubbles, were based on original 2D formations, imaged during clinical examinations using contrast-enhanced ultrasound. Within a plaque, several paths were constructed, representing flow inside blood vessels, and several isolated objects were added, representing artifacts. Different paths were generated, classified into 4 groups: separate paths, paths that branch and intersecting paths.

The phantom was used to generate sets of cines, which were then processed by the method. The method identified artifacts and different paths, which were then compared to the ‘true’ ones. Sixty-four ‘objects’ in 16 movies were examined. All of them were detected. 79% of those objects were well tracked and classified to either artifacts or real blood vessels.

The results of this study show that the method accurately identifies artifacts and paths, which allows reconstruction of intra-plaque vascular tree and quantification of the plaque neovascularature, which is associated with plaque vulnerability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular events are considered as the leading cause of death in the developed countries. Many of these events are associated with plaque development and plaque vulnerability. In recent years, studies of the relationship between atherosclerosis and stroke or myocardial infarction have concentrated on the presence of neovascularization and inflammation in the atheromatous plaque as reliable markers of vulnerability of the plaque. Studies indicate that neovascularization is regularly seen in atherosclerotic plaques [1], when imaged by contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS). It was also shown that plaque rupture is well associated with the presence and degree of neovascularization within the plaque [2].

Therefore, the ability to detect and quantify the amount of neovascularization in the plaque by using a noninvasive method is of major clinical interest. Several papers present a semi-quantitative visual assessment of intra-plaque neovascularization using contrast-enhanced ultrasound images [3], generally by using a discrete grading system. In [4], a semi-quantitative grading system based on visual interpretation alone is used. Those grading levels include absence of neovascularization (grade 0) to high echogenicity (grade 3) caused by a high amount of contrast agent enhancement. Measurements of plaque echogenicity by gray level and entropy have also been reported as possible markers of risk of plaque rupture [5]. However, as far as we know, only [6-7] presents a semi-automatic algorithm to quantify the neovascularization inside the plaque, using an accumulative image of the neovascularization over several heart cycles. Moreover, it is difficult to locate other studies, except for [7], which describe an objective method for a semi-automatic quantitative analysis of neovascularization in the atheromatous plaque based on the 2D behavior of contrast bubbles over time. However, there are hardly any reports describing the 3D behavior of the contrast clusters over time, depicting the 3D structure of the neovascularization within the plaque, and evaluating these results.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Contrast imaging

Ultrasound contrast agent Sonoview (Bracco, Geneva, Switzerland) was injected to obtain contrast 2D images. The contrast material contains encapsulated bubbles (few micron in size) that can flow through the small neovascularization within the plaque. 2nd harmonic imaging was used to optimize the contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging.

B. Software-based phantom

A software-based 3D model was constructed based on contrast enhanced 2D cine obtained during a clinical examination [7]. Fifty 2D frames were extracted. They included the carotid lumen and a plaque. Temporal linear interpolation between those frames was applied to create one
thousand images. The interpolation was done to obtain a sufficient number of volume units. These images were divided into 20 volume units, 50 frames each (each of these fifty was considered as a specific z-layer within the same volume unit). Therefore, the size of each XYZ volume unit was [140, 140, 50] pixels. These volume units were stacked together, thus considered as 20 new 3D frames that composed the whole volume. In some of those fifty Z layers in each volume unit, intra-plaque objects, either artifacts or blood vessels, were located.

3D bubbles were constructed by using 2D images of the original bubbles that were extracted from the original cine. Bubbles of two sizes were created: 9x9 pixels and 6x6 pixels. Because a bubble should have a symmetrical 3D scattering, it was constructed by extracting a 2D image of the original bubble, placing it on both X and Y symmetry axes and manually filling the rest of the remaining pixels in the 3D matrix in a way that maintains a spherical spatial symmetry.

In Figure 1, one can see the images of an original bubble placed on 2 planes symmetrically around the XY axes, and the sphere constructed manually filled to demonstrate the spherical scattering from a bubble.

![Figure 1: Reconstruction of a 3D bubble. 2D image of a bubble was projected on 2 planes on the X and Y symmetry axes. A surrounding sphere was manually constructed to demonstrate the spherical scattering from a bubble.](image)

Artifacts and bubbles were placed in determined coordinates within the first volume unit. Each bubble cluster was characterized by size, gray level distribution and spatial location. The values of these parameters were modified between sequential volume units. The size of each cluster could be slightly changed between these volume units by randomly subtracting [0 2] pixels from each axis. Its gray level distribution was changed by adding to each pixel a random value from the predetermined symmetric interval of [-5 5] gray levels. The step size of each cluster between one volume unit to another was randomly selected from the interval of [-2 2] pixels for each axis independently. The range of values was determined according to typical values that were measured during clinical examinations. Artifacts which are characterized by negligible movement were designed to move randomly within an interval [-1 1] pixels along each axis.

Several simulations were performed, describing different paths and objects: separate paths that represent intra-plaque blood vessels, paths that merge at some point, branching paths and paths that cross one path over the other.

The most significant advantage of a 3D model dataset is the possibility to demonstrate the ability of the technique for quantifying the neovascularization to distinguish between merging/branching paths and those paths that just cross each other. These two different cases sometimes cannot be separated when 3D movement is projected onto a 2D plane. When an intersection is viewed in a 2D plane, it may be an intersection, while the 3D data may reveal that the paths actually lie at different Z layers, which the 3D algorithm should identify. Figure 2a shows 2 blood vessels that contain 3 bubbles (green colored) that seem to intersect. However, by rotating the image one can see an additional bubble that was hidden in Figure 2a, that describes a path that does not intersect with the first one.

![Figure 2a: An inclusion between those 2 blood vessels.](image)

C. Technique for Quantifying Neovascularization

Contrast spot detection. The technique for quantifying the neovascularization employs a 3D artificial template, for detection of contrast-like objects. The detected objects are combined to form the intra-plaque contrast accumulations. The spherical template is constructed resembling a typical pattern of real contrast spots, as well typical radii and varying gray levels with spherical symmetry. Radii of 3, 5 and 7 (for each of the X, Y, Z axes) are considered. The detected spots are combined to obtain the final object detection.

Maximal intensity was determined at the center point of the sphere and decreased as a function of the distance from that point. The artificial template was compared to all
positions within the plaque volume using normalized cross correlation. A correlation coefficient matrix was calculated and correlation values above 0.8 were considered as object locations.

The location of the maximal correlation within the whole reconstructed volume was detected and a surrounding neighborhood of 5*5 pixels was deleted from that volume. This iterative process continued till the maximal correlation value was below 0.8.

**Bubble tracking by Dynamic Programming.** Tracking bubbles' accumulations enables arterial tree reconstruction of the intra plaque vessels and a more accurate analysis. Dynamic Programming (DP) is an optimal approach for solving variational problems by finding locally optimal solutions consecutively. The task was to track the three-dimensional displacement of a bubble within the plaque over time. This corresponds to finding a connective path, as the function of time, through a four-dimensional (X,Y,Z,T) matrix, with minimal total cost, using multidimensional DP [8].

The process started at the first volume unit, at XYZ locations in which the objects were detected for the first time, and continued forwards till the last volume unit. The resulting optimal path was determined by the following parameters: cost (correlation values) and path smoothness (allowing step size and side step penalty)

1) **Correlation values:** Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) was applied to track the objects within the vasculature of the carotid plaque, due to its insensitivity to local variations in the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the image gray level (which are very common in contrast accumulations). For each object, a template of 19*19 pixels around its center was placed. This template was correlated for all volume units with target image blocks, which were extracted from a search area of 51*51 pixels, centered at the location of the detected object in the first volume unit. The size of the search area should be large enough to accommodate the maximal displacement over the US cine, without leading to an unnecessary computational load [9]. NCC is optimal when it is close to its maximal value of 1.0. To use NCC properly in the multidimensional DP minimization task, a cost function \((1-NCC)^{1/3}\) was used (Eq. 1, expression 1a).

2) **Step size:** the connectivity of the graph should fit the maximum distance that a contrast accumulation could transposed between two sequential volume units. The maximal step size is 3 pixels in each direction (X,Y,Z), large enough to handle the possible motion of bubbles flow. Furthermore, temporal smoothness of the motion was controlled by expression 1b. [8,9]. Step size of an examined spot moving between 2 unit volumes is presented as \(\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z\) and the cost function is depicted by \(f_x, f_y, f_z\) (eq.1)

\[
F(x,y)=\frac{(1-NCC)^{1/3}}{l} \left( \frac{1}{f_x} + \frac{1}{f_y} + \frac{1}{f_z} \right)
\]

The optimal path was extracted by finding the minimal cumulative cost value in the last volume unit, and tracking backwards to the beginning, through minimal values over the cumulative cost matrix. The result was a globally optimal path [9]. Reconstructing the final path was possible only after arriving to the last volume unit, and using the accumulated cost, instead of determining the contrast location in each frame (as applied in forward tracking), which made the method less sensitivity to noise and correlation errors.

**D. Algorithm validation**

Comparisons to visual analysis and to paths that were generated by simulations (using the phantom described above) were performed to validate the algorithm. An external observer visually examined the objects that were detected within the whole first volume unit. False positive and false negative cases were examined. The tracking results that were obtained by the algorithm were compared to the paths that were generated directly by the software-based phantom.

**III. RESULTS**

Several interactions between objects were generated: paths of the accumulations that represent separate intra-plaque blood vessels, paths that merge at some point, branching paths and paths that cross one path over the other.

Sixty-four 'objects' in 16 movies were examined. In each plaque, 2 contrast accumulations represented bubbles which move over the time, while another 2 spots represented artifacts. All objects were well detected within the first unit volume and their XYZ location was accurately obtained.

Figure 3(a-b) presents two original images that were extracted from the first volume unit, as an example of the object detection process. In Fig. 3(c-d), two objects were detected within the plaque (marked by red and green crosses). There are also 2 artifacts in this plaque that were also detected (yellow circled). It is worth mentioning that the objects are presented in 2 different images due to their locations within various z layers of the volume unit.
Figure 3: Object detection at two different Z layers of the first volume unit. (a-b) Original images that were extracted from the first volume unit. (c-d) The objects that represent bubble accumulations are red and green colored while the artifacts are marked by yellow circles.

79% of the objects were well tracked over the volume units. Figure 4 shows the paths that were generated for each object in Fig. 3, due to its movement in time. It shows a comparison between those paths that were generated by the software-based phantom and those detected by the algorithm. High tracking accuracy was determined when the mean distance between these paths was less than 3 pixels (~0.3mm).

Classification to artifacts and real blood vessels was performed based on a 4 mm threshold of XYZ displacement. All 79% well tracked objects were accurately classified.

IV. DISCUSSION

A semi-automatic method for 3D quantification of the intra-plaque neovascularization, which requires minimal user interaction, has been here validated. The method is robust to noise and small disturbances. It was applied to 64 cases in 16 movies that were generated by the software-based phantom.

The method has several advantages for quantifying the neovascularization. First, it exploits the DP advantages: relative insensitivity to noise and small disturbances, efficient, and producing a time continuous motion [10]. We have performed validation of the detection process against our visual interpretation. The tracking validation was done by comparing the method’s results to the paths that were generated by the simulation.

V. CONCLUSION

Tools have been developed for 3D quantification of neovascularization in carotid plaques, and have here been validated. They include a semiautomatic technique for detecting the 3D contrast spots in the plaque, tracking such spots over time by MDP and classifying them into artifacts and vessels. Preliminary evaluation shows promising results.
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